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ABSTRACT

Seventy-five clonal populations of morphologically transformed 10T1/2

cells were established from independent Type II and Type III foci that
were of spontaneous origin or were induced by the carcinogenic agents
jV-methyl-JV'-nitro-jV-nitrosoguanidine, benzo(a)pyrene diol epoxide-I,

and 3-methylcholanlhrene. Clonal populations were characterized for ex

pression of selected transformation phenotypes, including growth to ele
vated saturation density before cessation of proliferation, anchorage in
dependence, ability to reconstruct foci when plated in the presence of
wild-type I(IT1/2 cells, and tumorigenicity. Forty-one % of the clonal

populations expressed only the phenotype of morphological transforma
tion, while 20% expressed all of the transformation phenotypes, including
tumorigenicity, in addition to morphological transformation. The remain
ing clonal populations expressed varying combinations of one or more of
the four transformation phenotypes. Clonal populations expressing almost
all of the 16 possible combinations of the transformation phenotypes were
observed, suggesting that the individual phenotypes segregated indepen
dently. Morphological transformation alone was a poor indicator of tum
origenicity, correctly predicting the tumorigenic potential of only 37% of
the clonal populations. Among morphologically transformed clonal pop
ulations, coexpression of anchorage independence correctly predicted the
tumorigenicity of 81% and coexpression of reconstruction of foci on a
confluent lawn of wild-type cells correctly predicted the tumorigenicity of

91%. The probability that a morphologically transformed clonal popula
tion was tumorigenic correlated with the total number of transformation
phenotypes expressed. Expression of the transformation phenotypes dif
fered between tumorigenic and nontumorigenic clonal populations but not
between clonal populations established from Type II and Type III foci.
Tumorigenicity varied among transformed clonal populations that were
induced by the different carcinogenic agents or were of spontaneous origin
but did not difTer between clonal populations established from Type II and
Type III foci.

INTRODUCTION

Neoplastically transformed, tumorigenic cells express a number of
altered phenotypic properties as compared to nontransformed wild-

type cells; some or all of these phenotypes are often considered to be
surrogate markers of tumorigenicity. Phenotypic properties character
istic of transformed cells in vitro include altered cellular morphology
and altered multicellular organization in colonies and foci, growth to
elevated cellular density levels before slowing or cessation of prolif
eration in confluent cultures, ability to reconstruct foci or colonies in
mixed cultures containing wild-type cells, ability to grow without

substrate anchorage (in semisolid media), ability to grow in media
containing low levels or no serum, as well as other properties (1).
Several of the individual transformation phenotypes are expressed
with characteristics expected of mutation-like lesions in single genes.
Transformation phenotypes that have been interpreted to reflect mu-
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tation-like changes in individual genes include AI3 and a subsequent,

unidentified change that confers tumorigenicity in murine cells (2-4),

MT, and altered focus structure in murine cells (5, 6). Supporting these
interpretations are reports that the expression of MT is conditional on
the culture temperature (7) or on the presence or absence of TPA
(8, 9-12), retinoic acid (12), or growth factors (13). Furthermore, it

has been found that some of the transformation phenotypes occur
sporadically and are either not required or are not sufficient for tumor
formation, although they are commonly associated with the ability of
transformed cells to produce tumors (tumorigenicity).

Smets (1) has hypothesized that an affected cell acquires the ability
to produce tumors when a critical number of independent phenotypic
(and underlying genotypic) changes occur simultaneously. According
to Smets' hypothesis, such individual phenotypic (genotypic) alter

ations may be insufficient to render an affected cell tumorigenic.
Considerable evidence now supports Smets' hypothesis, but no sys

tematic clonal analysis of the cosegregation of individual transforma
tion phenotypes with tumorigenicity in a readily manipulated and
controlled in vilro culture system has come to our attention. Here we
report such a clonal analysis in which we have used the well-studied

murine C3H IOTI/2 clone 8 cells. The use of 10T1/2 cells has been
validated extensively as an in vitro model for the detection and char
acterization of carcinogenic agents and for the analysis of their cell
ular mechanisms of action (5, 6, 14-19). Cultures of wild-type 10T1/2

cells stop proliferating when they reach confluence, and the occur
rence of transformed variants is heralded by the appearance of mor
phologically altered cells which form multilayered foci within the
confluent monolayers of wild-type cells (20, 21). Foci of MT cells,

which occur spontaneously at a very low frequency (5), are induced at
elevated rates by exposure of wild-type 10T1/2 cells to various phys
ical and chemical carcinogens. Focus-forming MT 10T1/2 cells can be

isolated easily and established in clonal culture.
We have analyzed the cosegregation of several transformation phe

notypes with tumorigenicity in 75 cloned lines that we have isolated
from individual MT foci which formed spontaneously (10 lines) or
after exposure to the chemical carcinogens MNNG (17 lines), BPDE
(29 lines), or MCA (19 lines). These studies show that the phenotypes
of MT, elevated SD, AI, and RC segregate independently and that the
probability that a MT clonal line will produce tumors is related to the
total number of these phenotypes that cosegregate clonally.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Lines and Tissue Culture. C3H 10T1/2 (clone 8) cells are a nontu
morigenic, stably aneuploid cell line established from whole embryos of C3H
mice (20, 21). Stock C3H IOT1/2 cells were obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection and maintained in BME supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated fetal bovine serum (HyClone Laboratories) to form complete BME.
Cultures were passaged weekly to prevent cell populations from attaining

' The abbreviations used are: Al, anchorage independence; MNNG, W-methyl-A''-

nitro-/V-nitrosoguanidine; BPDE-I, benzo(o)pyrene diol epoxide; MCA, 3-methylcholan-

threne; MT, morphological transformation; SD, saturation density; RC, ability to recon
struct foci; TU, tumorigenicity; TPA, 12-O-tetradecanoyl phorbol acetate; BME. Eagle's
basal medium; BSS, Hanks' balanced salt solution; RO, relative odds.
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confluence and were discarded after passage 14 (5, 6, 22). Synchronous pro
liferation of 10T1/2 cell populations was effected by release from confluence-

induced arrest as described previously (5, 6, 22).
Exposure to Chemical Carcinogens. Populations of synchronously pro

liferating 10T1/2 cells were exposed briefly (30 min) to the spontaneously
reactive chemical carcinogens MNNG and BPDE at 22 h after release from

arrest when the majority of cells in the population were located in the early S
phase of the cell cycle. We have demonstrated previously that exposure to a
carcinogen at this point in the cell cycle produces the largest yield of trans
formants (22). For the MNNG and BPDE exposures, the medium was removed
and replaced with BSS containing the chemical carcinogen. Carcinogen expo
sure was terminated after 30 min by washing cultures with BSS and refeeding
them with fresh complete BME. MCA, which requires metabolic activation,
was added to the culture media of synchronously proliferating populations 4 h

after release from proliferation arrest. At the conclusion of the S phase, 28 h
after release from arrest, residual MCA was removed by washing with BSS,
and the cultures were refed with complete BME. The concentrations of each
carcinogen used reduced colony-forming efficiency by 50% in standard colony
formation assays (22). Concentrations required to reduce the colony-forming

efficiency of synchronously proliferating 10T1/2 cells by 50% were 2.0 ug/ml
of MNNG, 0.015 ug/ml of BPDE, and 5.0 ug/ml of MCA.

Establishment of Clonal Populations of Morphological Transformants
from Foci. For selection of morphological transformants, carcinogen-exposed

populations and untreated cohort populations of IOT1/2 cells were fed weekly
with complete BME for 6 weeks (20, 21). Type II and Type III foci of MT
10T1/2 cells (20, 21) were apparent against the confluent lawn of quiescent,
untransformed cells. MT cells were isolated from individual foci by trypsiniza-
tion using cloning cylinders, the recovered cells were plated in 60-mm dishes

and harvested when the population attained confluence, and cells were replated
at colony-forming density (<500 cells/100-mm dish). Individual colonies were

again harvested by cloning cylinder, and the clonal populations were plated in
60-mm dishes and harvested at confluence. One clonal population from each

parental morphologically transformed focus was selected for all further anal

yses.
Characterization of Clonal Population Growth. Population doubling

time and population SD at confluence were determined as previously described
(5, 6, 22).

Focus Reconstruction Studies. Five hundred cells from each MT clonal
population were mixed with either IO4 or IO6 wild-type 10T1/2 cells, and the

mixture was plated into 100-mm dishes, or 500 MT cells were plated onto a
lawn of wild-type 10TI/2 cells that had been confluent for 1 week. The dishes

were maintained as described for standard focus formation assays (5, 6, 22).
Reconstructions were evaluated weekly, and the plates were fixed and stained
routinely after 6 weeks.

Flow Cytometric Analysis of DNA Content. Relative DNA content of
clonal populations was characterized by flow cytometry. Diploid human B
lymphoblastoid cells harvested from plateau cultures of a permanent cell line
were used as the internal marker.

Colony Formation in Soft Agar. Ten thousand MT cells were suspended
in 2.0 ml of 0.33% agarose (Sea Plaque) dissolved in complete BME. The cell
suspension was layered on top of a solidified base of 1.5 ml of 1% agarose in
complete BME in 60-mm dishes. The cell suspension was allowed to cool for

30 min and covered with a top layer of 0.5% agarose in complete BME.
Cultures were fed weekly with 0.5 ml of complete BME. Colony formation
was scored 3 weeks after plating.

Tumorigenicity. Tumorigenicity was assayed by s.c. injection of 1 x IO6
test cells suspended in 0.5 ml of Hanks' BSS into immunodeficient nude mice

(23). Animals were palpated regularly to detect tumor growth, and they were
killed when tumors attained a size of 1.0 cm or at the end of 5 months. Part of

each tumor was prepared for histological examination to verify neoplastic
growth of transplanted cells. The remainder of the tumor was disaggregated by
trypsinization, and cell cultures were established and cryopreserved. Animals
without tumors after 150 days were scored as negative.

Data Analysis. The relative odds of a clone being tumorigenic given the
experimentally observed phenotypic characteristics were analyzed using 2x2
tables and Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel statistics (24) and modeled using the

multivariate method of unconditional logistic regression (25). Interactions

between different phenotypic traits for predicting tumorigenicity were ana
lyzed using the Breslow-Day test for homogeneity of odds ratios (26).

RESULTS

Characteristics of Clonal Populations. Seventy-five cell popula

tions were established from independent Type II and Type IH MT foci.
MT foci were observed on 20-50% of dishes in chemically exposed

populations, whereas several hundred dishes were required to harvest
the 10 spontaneously occurring foci. Table 1 lists the major pheno
typic properties and growth characteristics of the 75 clonal popula
tions, all of which expressed the MT phenotype. MT clonal popula
tions heterogeneously expressed none, all, or combinations of the
other transformed phenotypes. SD, population doubling time, and
DNA content are presented as relative to comparable values for wild-
type C3H 10T1/2 cells (represented as 1.0). Wild-type cell populations
became confluent at a density of 3.4 Â±(SD) 0.48 x IO2 cells/mm2

(n = 12) and had a doubling time of 16.2 Â± 1.2 h (n = 15). The

majority of the MT clonal populations grew to higher SD and had
longer population doubling times and reduced DNA contents as com
pared to wild-type 10T1/2 cells. In contrast, fewer of the clonal

populations grew in reconstruction studies, soft agarose, or nude mice.
Reconstruction assays of focus formation by MT cells in the presence
of wild-type 10T1/2 cells are expressed as the actual focus-forming

efficiencies. Formation in agarose of colonies containing 8 or more
cells was scored as positive for AI. Formation of a tumor mass >0.5

cm in diameter in at least one of 3 to 5 test mice within 150 days after
transplantation was scored as positive for tumorigenicity. All but 3 of
the tumorigenic lines produced tumors in all test animals. Wild-type

10T1/2 cells produced only rare foci under any of the reconstruction
conditions, and they did not form colonies in soft agar or produce
tumors in nude mice.

Correlation of Individual and Combined Phenotypes with Tu
morigenicity. Tumorigenicity in nude mice varied among the clonal
populations isolated following different treatment regimens: sponta
neous (70% of clones were tumorigenic); MNNG-induced (70%);
BPDE-induced (24%); and MCA-induced (10%). The proportion of

clonal populations from each group that expressed multiple transfor
mation phenotypes also varied correspondingly. In contrast, the tum-

origenicities and phenotypic properties of clonal populations did not
differ depending on whether the lines originated from either Type II
foci or Type III foci. Overall, 37% of the clonal populations estab
lished from Type II foci and 38% of the clonal populations established
from Type III foci were tumorigenic.

Data on the expression of the individual transformation phenotypes
by tumorigenic and nontumorigenic MT clonal populations, indepen
dent of the focus type of clonal origin, are shown in Fig. 1. The
population means for the transformation phenotypes of the tumori
genic and nontumorigenic clonal populations are presented in Table 2.
Reconstruction of foci when 500 MT cells were mixed with IO6

wild-type cells or when the same number of test cells were plated onto
an already confluent lawn of wild-type cells demonstrated the largest

differences between tumorigenic and nontumorigenic clones. The
other phenotypes were expressed heterogeneously in both the tumor
igenic and nontumorigenic populations. Both nontumorigenic and
tumorigenic MT clonal populations had prolonged population dou
bling times, elevated SDs, and reduced DNA contents as compared to
wild-type 10T1/2 cells. However, for all of the phenotypes examined

except relative doubling time, the tumorigenic clonal populations
differed significantly from the nontumorigenic clonal populations. In
contrast, expression of these 6 phenotypes showed no significant
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Table 1 PhenoÃ®ypiccharacÃ®erisiicsof morphologically transformed donai populations of 10TI/2 cells

CloneSPNIDIISPN(2)IISPN(3)IISPN(4)1ISPN(5)1IISPN(6)IIISPN(7)IIISPN(8)IIISPN(9)IIISPN(

10)111NG(1)IING(2)IING(3)IIING(4)IIING(5)IIING(6)IIING(7)IIING(8)IING(9)IING(

10)11NG(
11)11NG(
12)11NG(
13)11NG(
14)111NG(
15)111NG(
16)111NG(
17)11BP(1)IIBP(2)IIBP(3)IIBP(4)IIBP(5)IIBP(6)IIBP(7)IIBP(8)1IIBP(9)IIIBP(

10)111BP(
11)1IBP(

12)11BP(
13)11BP(21)IIBP(22)I1BP(23)IIBP(25)IIIBP(27)IIBP(28)IIBP(29)IIIBP(30)IIIBP(3

1)111BP(32)IIIBP(33)IIBP(35)IIIBP(36)IIIBP(37)IIIBP(38)IIIBP(39)I1MCA(1)IIMCA(2)IIMCA(3)IIMCA(4)IIMCA(5)1IIMCA(6)IIMCA(7)IIMCA(8)IIMCA(9)IIMCA(

10)11MCA(
11)111MCA(
12)111MCA(
13)11MCA(
18)111MCA(
19)111MCA(20)IIMCA(21)HMCA(22)IIMCA(23)IItype222233333322333332222223332222222233322222232233332333322222322222332332222density4.933.292.003.944.104.203.031.824.221.004.637.325.774.271.797.137.607.486.692.872.792.102.103.332.971.873.231.903.460.993.192.221.745.625.172.532.248.581.872.538.751.872.663.061.122.785.585.341.9413.411.982.36.451.515.378.389.102.05.15.94.63.54.58.91.62.322.200.8712.231.481.150.911.951.071.31Relativetime1.221.07.55.24.21.49.30.36.32.281.051.031.60.65.53.19.20.060.97.38.60.55.68.21.15.47.801.270.860.960.961.051.121.211.261.111.12.080.930.991.391.110.910.961.011.051.150.870.970.%0.930.981.070.981.290.821.040.941.071.021.04.080.95.241.191.141.261.131.051.120.860.991.270.991.24DNAcontent0.890.930.840.960.980.840.891.000.860.981.490.790.88ND0.970.900.800.82ND0.870.800.820.960.950.961.360.930.950.980.950.950.950.981.000.960.920.880.880.880.880.950.880.880.910.940.890.940.960.920.960.990.890.870.890.880.920.861.070.950.950.911.020.901.031.011.020.90ND0.920.950.960.950.950.890.89Reconstruction10

E433.5025.0017.4032.3026.7010.1011.300.007.700.0033.0033.1036.2028.206.4021.4024.3024.7019.2031.709.4016.4011.3028.7029.000.301.900.2037.500.003.500.400.0019.203.600.000.506.500.007.9020.002.600.0014.502.0013.005.0020.702.9040.209.309.200.004.6027.5038.7013.400.000.000.000.002.800.000.000.000.004.400.0021.000.000.000.001.901.502.10with

wild-type10

E628.3019.5015.1026.5074.7035.4034.900.3334.500.000.7015.800.400.004.339.1017.7029.5027.3028.1038.9038.909.0015.4034.902.6016.400.2011.500.000.000.000.000.306.200.000.807.700.000.0030.203.400.000.002.205.602.101.801.3057.500.000.000.000.004.400.0028.200.000.000.000.001.200.000.000.000.001.200.0021.800.001.101.102.802.203.20cells

(%)Con

lawn15.300.206.305.4477.1019.502.200.105.600.000.1013.900.200.000.007.300.6025.1017.8013.1020.1018.900.0018.8017.401.805.900.104.200.000.000.100.000.202.000.000.703.000.000.0023.702.900.000.000.100.100.000.000.0041.300.000.000.000.000.500.008.400.000.000.000.001.900.000.000.000.000.000.0010.800.000.000.000.000.000.00Growth
insoft
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SATURATION DENSITY POPULATION DOUBLING TIME

Tumorlgtnlc Non-TumorlgÂ«nlc TumorigÂ»nie Non-Tumorlgtnic

DNA CONTENT

Fig. 1. Comparison of the expression of the
transformed phenotypes in tumorigenic and nontu-

morigenic clonal populations of morphologically
transformed IOTI/2 cells. The clonal populations
presented in Table I were grouped according to
tumorigenic potential and ordered according to the
expression of each transformed phenotype. Values
for the clonal expression of saturation density, pop
ulation doubling time, and DNA content (A-C)
are presented as relative to wild-type 10T1/2 cells,
which have a value of 1.00. Reconstruction assays
(D-F) present the focus-forming efficiency of the

morphologically transformed clone in the presence
of wild-type cells.

RECONSTRUCTION WITH 10.OOO

WILD TYPE CELLS

TumarlgÂ»nic Non-Tumorlginle Tumortgmlc Non-Tumorlginlc

RECONSTRUCTION WITH

1.OOO.OOO WILD TYPE CELLS

RECONSTRUCTION ON A

CONFLUENT LAWN

TumorlgÂ«nic Non-Tumorlgvnlc TumortgÂ«nic Non-TumorlgÂ«nlc

CLONAL POPULATIONS

differences between clonal populations established from Type II and
Type III foci (Table 2).

The G, DNA contents of cells of the clonal populations were
unimodal and unique for each of the clones. Flow cytometric evalu
ation demonstrated that cells of nearly all of the individual clonal
populations contained less DNA than did the parental 10T1/2 cells and
that the DNA contents remained homogeneous and stable through
multiple subcultures. Tumorigenic clonal populations lost larger quan
tities of DNA than did nontumorigenic populations. However, two of
the tumorigenic clonal populations gained substantial amounts of
genomic material (Fig. 1).

Bayesian analysis of the correlation of the transformation pheno
types with tumorigenicity was utilized to establish the transition value
for a particular phenotype that most efficiently differentiated the tu
morigenic potential of a clonal population. Table 3 presents the se
lected transition values and the accuracy with which the individual
phenotypes depicted in Fig. 1, as well as colony formation in soft agar

(AI), correctly assigned the tumorigenic potential (either tumorigenic
or nontumorigenic) of the 75 clonal populations. The transition values
selected by Bayesian analysis were validated using quantile-quantile
(Q-Q) plots (27). The Bayesian transition values were consistent with
cutpoint criteria by falling within the middle 80-90% of the data and

being near data values at which deviations from locally stable odds
ratio curves occurred (data not shown). As suggested by the 15-fold

difference in the mean values of tumorigenic and nontumorigenic
clones for focus formation on confluent lawns of wild-type IOTI/2
cells (Table 2), this phenotype (using a reconstruction focus-forming

efficiency of 0.6% as the transition point) most accurately predicted
the tumorigenic potential of an individual MT clonal population (91%
of the clonal lines were correctly assigned). Regression analysis dem
onstrated a strong positive correlation between the reconstruction of
foci when MT cells were plated on a confluent lawn of wild-type cells

and the reconstruction of foci when MT cells were mixed and cultured
with IO6 wild-type cells (r2 = 0.764), suggesting that these two
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Table 2 Expression of transformed phenotypes

Tumorigenic Nontumorigenic Type II Type III
clones0 clones foci*" focirf

Saturationdensity(cells/cm2)Relative

doublinglimeRelative

DNAcontent^FFES

with10"WT*
cellsFFE

withIO6WT

cellsFFE
onconfluentlawn5.3

Â±0.59'1.2

Â±0.040.89

Â±0.01'19.4

Â±2.2'22.9

Â±3.2'10.6

Â±1.8'2.5

Â±0.231.1

Â±0.030.94

Â±0.016.8

Â±1.62.5

Â±0.%0.64

Â±0.443.5

Â±0.411.1

Â±0.030.94

Â±0.0211.4Â±

1.99.6

Â±1.94.6Â±

1.13.7

Â±0.451.2

Â±0.050.93

Â±0.0211.0

Â±2.28.9

Â±2.74.0

Â±1.6

" n = 28.
Â»â€ž= 47.
' Â«= 43.
"n = 32.
' P < 0.05.
^The two tumorigenic clonal populations with increased DNA contents were not

included.
* Focus-forming efficiency.
* Wild type.

Table 3 Prediction of tumorigenicity based on expression of individual
transformed phenotypes

Saturation density
Relative doubling time
Relative DNA content
FFE" with IO4 WT* cells
FFE with IO6 WT cells

FFE on confluent lawn
CFE* in soft agarTransition

value>3.0-fold

wild-type
> 1. 1-fold wild-type
<0.95 or > 1.05-fold wild-type

>2.0% FFE
>2.0% FFE
>0.6%FFE
PositivePercentage

of
clones assigned

correctly to
tumorigenicstatus75

61
6466

80
91
81

a Focus-forming efficiency.
* Wild type.
' Colony-forming efficiency.

properties were closely related. In contrast, reconstruction of foci on
a confluent lawn was not correlated with any of the other phenotypes
(r2 < 0.201 in all instances), and no correlations were found among

the other transformed phenotypes, suggesting that these properties
were independent in MT 10T1/2 cells. Multi variate regression anal
ysis of these phenotypes also showed a lack of significant multicolin-

earity. However, the unadjusted relative odds (odds ratio) for the
association of each transformed phenotypic trait with tumorigenicity
are all highly significant, indicating their strong correlation with tu
morigenicity (Table 4).

Cosegregation of Phenotypic Properties. Clonal analysis of all
populations, independent of origin, was used to investigate the coseg-

regation in MT cells of the 3 independent transformation phenotypes
(SD, AI, and RC) and TU. Four segregating properties may be ex
pressed in individual clones in each of 16 possible combinations.
Thirteen of the possible 16 combinations of phenotypes were observed
among the 75 MT clonal populations (Table 5). The most commonly
observed phenotype was MT only, in the absence of any of the other
transformed phenotypes (TU~RC~SD~AI~) (n = 31). Next in fre

quency was the conjoint expression of MT and all 4 of the other
transformation phenotypes (TU+RC+SD+AI+) (n = 15). Each of the

other possible combinations of transformation phenotypes (expressing
1 to 3 transformation phenotypes in addition to MT) were represented
by 0 to 7 clonal populations.

To analyze the association between the expression of an individual
transformation phenotype and the overall complex cellular phenotype,
clonal populations were grouped according to whether they expressed
MT only (n = 31), MT plus one additional transformation phenotype

(n = 12), MT plus 2 additional phenotypes (n = 9), MT plus 3
additional phenotypes (n = 8), or MT plus all 4 additional phenotypes
(n = 15). Fig. 2 shows that clonal populations expressing only MT

demonstrated somewhat reduced DNA contents and elevated SDs as
compared to wild-type 10T1/2 cells, and the coexpression of increas

ing numbers of transformation phenotypes by a clonal population
correlated with further increases in population density at confluence
and further decreases in DNA content. AI was rare in cells expressing
only MT and increased linearly with the increasing number of coex-

pressed transformation phenotypes. RC on confluent lawns correlated
with the accumulation of several transformation phenotypes in addi
tion to MT, since this phenotype occurred rarely in clonal populations
that coexpressed fewer than two transformation phenotypes.

MT clones that developed spontaneously or following exposure to
the different carcinogens expressed additional transformation pheno
types with differing frequencies. The majority of clonal populations
established from spontaneous or MNNG-induced foci expressed mul

tiple (3 or 4) transformation phenotypes and were highly tumorigenic
(Fig. 3). Clones established from foci induced by BPDE or MCA
expressed few phenotypes other than MT, and few of these clones
were tumorigenic. Clonal populations established from either Type II
foci or Type III foci produced by any stimulus showed only small
differences in the expression of transformation phenotypes (Fig. 2).

Contribution of the Individual Phenotypes to Tumorigenicity.
The independent values of saturation density, doubling time, DNA
content, RC on confluent lawns, and AI for predicting the tumorige
nicity of a cloned line were estimated using an unconditional logistic
regression model (25). RC on confluent lawns was modeled as the
main predictive variable, and no interaction terms were used in the
model because no significant interactions were found using the
Breslow-Day test for homogeneity of odds ratios at the 20% level of

significance. The adjusted RO for each of these variables is shown in
Table 6. After adjustment for the other four variables in the model, RC
on confluent lawns remained the best predictor of tumorigenicity with
a RO of 76.92, followed by relative DNA content (RO = 40.02) and
AI (RO = 10.21). The RO for saturation density and relative doubling

time were not significant after adjustment for the effects of the first
three phenotypes. The total RO for tumorigenicity of each MT clone
can be computed by combining the independent contributions of each
of the five variables according to the phenotypic traits displayed by
each clone. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the RO values for all of the

Table 4 Unadjusted relative odds of association with tumorigenicity for the
individual transformed phenotypes

Unadjusted oddsratiosPhenotypeSaturation

densityDoubling
timeDNA
contentAnchorage
independenceRC

with IO3 WT*cellsRC
with 10" WTcellsRC

on confluent lawnOR7.962.743.8316.679.0923.6163.00(95%

CL)Â°(2.87,

22.03)(1.03,7.298)(1.33,

11.07)(5.61,49.48)(2.71,30.56)(7.23,

77.08)(18.23,216.4)Cochran-Mantel-

X2 Haenszel test

(d.f. = 1)P15.924.096.1725.6812.7427.4343.30<0.0010.0430.013<0.001<0.001<0.001<0.001

a 95% confidence limits.
h Wild type.

Table 5 Clonal analysis of the cosegregation of transformed phenotypes in MT cells

SD+AI+SD+ArSD~AI

+SD~AI~TU+RC+15"343TU+RC"

TITRC+12

112TITRC27331

" Number of clones expressing that complex phenotype.
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Fig. 2. Expression of single phenotypes in
clona] populations which express differing numbers
of the transformed phenotypes. Relative DNA con
tent (A) is evaluated in clonal populations grouped
by expression of 0 to 4 of the transformed pheno
types (SD. RC, AI. and TU). Clonal populations are
analyzed for the expression of SD. AI, and RC
(ÃŸ-D) based on their expression of 0 to 3 of the
remaining transformed phenotypes.

CLONAL ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMATION IN IOTI/2 CELLS

RELATIVE DNA CONTENT

COLONY FORMATION IN SOFT AGAR

SATURATION DENSITY

i;i *'
r

RECONSTRUCT ON A CONFLUENT LAWN

NUMBER OF PHENOTYPES EXPRESSED

clonal populations. This figure shows graphically the high degree of
agreement between the predictive value of the total RO calculated by
this model for an individual clone and its actual tumorigenicity.

DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper clearly demonstrate that tumor
igenicity in C3H IOTI/2 cells represents a complex cellular phenotype
in which multiple independent phenotypic alterations are acquired
individually. We have found that the several stable transformation
phenotypes which we studied, including MT, elevated SD at conflu
ence, RC of foci when transformed cells are cultured in the presence
of wild-type IOTI/2 cells, and AI, as well as altered population growth

kinetics and altered G, DNA content, are expressed independently.
Among the 75 MT clonal populations characterized in this study we
observed 13 of the 16 possible combinations of three independently
segregating transformation phenotypes and tumorigenicity. Our re
sults support Smets' hypothesis that transformation in vitro occurs by

degrees or steps through a spectrum of qualitatively distinct and
independent phenotypic changes, leading to a variety of stable pretu-

morigenic phenotypes ( 1). Although the present study appears to be
the first to evaluate formally the clonal cosegregation of phenotypic
properties in MT IOTI/2 cells, several previous studies have examined

a few populations of IOTI/2 cells which were established indepen
dently from MT foci and which expressed various combinations of the
transformation phenotypes evaluated in this study. Various MT clonal
populations have been characterized as neither AI nor tumorigenic
(28, 29), AI but not tumorigenic (16, 17), contact-inhibited and capa
ble of reconstructing foci in the presence of wild-type IOTI/2 cells but

not AI or tumorigenic (30), not AI or weakly AI but tumorigenic (31),
and AI and tumorigenic (15-18). Changes in saturation densities and

doubling times have also varied quite widely among different mor
phologically transformed lines, some of which were tumorigenic (16).
Chemically transformed MT IOTI/2 cells that have been passaged
extensively following their establishment have doubling times that are
shorter than the wild type, and are both AI and tumorigenic (17, 18).
In contrast, many clonal populations newly established from MT foci,
including those characterized in this study, show population doubling
times that are longer than those of wild-type IOTI/2 cells and are
neither AI nor tumorigenic ( 15, 29, 32-34). These differences suggest

that the complex tumorigenic phenotype evolves with the maintenance
of MT cells in continuous culture.

Many previous investigators have presumed that MT, or focus
formation, is highly correlated with tumorigenicity in IOTI/2 cells
(14, 15, 20, 21). However, our study has found that only 37% of the
MT clonal populations that were induced by the 3 carcinogens we

Fig. 3. Comparison of the expression of com
plex transformed phenotypes (SD. RC, AI, and TU)
in the clonal populations presented in Table 1 that
occurred spontaneously or were induced by differ
ent carcinogens (left) or were established from foci
of differing morphology (right}- Left, pattern of
expression of complex transformed phenotypes for
the clonal populations established from spontane
ously occurring foci (B) and from foci induced by
MNNG ([71), BPDE-I (D). and MCA (S)). Right.

pattern of expression of complex transformed phe
notypes by clonal populations established from
type II foci (^) and type HI foci (EH).

234 012

NUMBER OF PHENOTYPES EXPRESSED
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Table 6 Adjusted relative odds of tumorigenicitv among morphologicallv transformed
clones of IOTI/2 cells

Phenolype
Adjusted relative

odds
95% confidence

interval

Saturation density
<3X WTÂ°versus >3X WT

Relative doubling time
<I.1X WT versus >I.IX WT

Relative DNA content
0.95X > WT< I.05X WT

versus
0.95X < WT > l .05X WT

Anchorage independent
No versus yes

Reconstruction on confluent lawn
<0.6% FFE* versus >0.6% FFE

4.55

2.46

40.02

10.21

76.92

0.62, 33.43

0.34, 17.83

2.11,760.22

1.24,84.12

5.95, 994.82

" Wild type.

Focus-forming efficiency.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

CLONAL POPULATIONS

Fig. 4. Distribution of relative odds among clonal populations. Semilog plot of total
relative odds of each clonal population being tumorigenic relative to clona] populations
showing no transformed phenotypes. Clones are ordered by increasing relative odds. â€¢¿�.
nontumorigenic: O, tumorigenic.

used or that developed spontaneously were tumorigenic when evalu
ated shortly after clonal establishment. Additionally, tumorigenicity of
MT cells varied with inducing agent and with the clonal coexpression
of multiple transformed phenotypes, as suggested in studies by Pati-

erno et al. (28) and by Chen et al. (29). Patierno et a!. (28) observed
that clones of morphologically transformed cells isolated from foci
that developed in response to exposure to acetaminophen and phen-

acetin exhibited none of the other classical features of neoplastic
transformation, including increased SD or AI. They also found that
these MT cells were unresponsive to TPA and posited that they rep
resented "a very early, non-TPA-responsive stage of transformation"

(28). Similarly, Chen et al. (29) found that none of 75 clonal popu
lations established from MCA-induced foci were tumorigenic. These

observations indicate that MT alone is not correlated highly with
tumorigenicity in transformed IOTI/2 cells. MT (focus formation)
provides a convenient criterion by which to identify transformed
populations for further characterization, and Patierno et al. (28) have
posited that this phenotype represents an early step in the process of
neoplastic transformation. Nevertheless, our studies do not establish
conclusively whether or not MT represents an obligate step on the
path to neoplastic transformation in IOTI/2 cells. Although our studies
indicate that MT segregates independently from SD and AI, MT may
not be a necessary precursor of tumorigenicity. After transfection with
the c-myc gene, IOTI/2 cells expressed the transformation phenotypes

of increased SD and AI, although they did not express MT (13, 32,
35). AI has been proposed to be a more strict criterion for tumorige
nicity in IOTI/2 cells than is MT (33). Our study shows that while AI
is closely associated with the clonal cosegregation of tumorigenicity
in MT cells, a clonal population can be tumorigenic but not be capable

of AI growth. Thus, AI clearly is not an obligatory condition of
tumorigenicity in IOTI/2 cells. While AI is highly predictive of tum
origenicity in MT cells, the ability to reconstruct foci on confluent
lawns of wild-type IOTI/2 cells (RC) was even more highly predictive

of tumorigenicity. As with AI, both tumorigenicity and RC were
correlated with the cumulative expression of multiple individual trans
formation phenotypes.

We have previously demonstrated that focus formation (MT) occurs
spontaneously and is induced in synchronized populations of IOTI/2
cells by exposure to the potent point mutagen and clastogen MNNG
with the kinetics expected of a single gene mutation (5, 6). MNNG
efficiently induced MT and the other transformation phenotypes, in
cluding tumorigenicity. Other carcinogenic agents that are also strong
point mutagens and clastogens, such as benzo(a)pyrene, BPDE, and
MCA, also induced MT as well as tumorigenicity in exponentially
proliferating populations of IOTI/2 cells (14, 16, 21, 36, 37). How
ever, in agreement with our results, recent studies show that although
MCA is an efficient inducer of MT in IOTI/2 cells, few of the MT
lines are tumorigenic (29). Phenacetin and acetaminophen, weak mu
tagens, induced MT that was not sensitive to TPA (28). UV light, a
point mutagen but weak clastogen, induced morphological transfor
mants which were anchorage dependent and nontumorigenic and
which required TPA to allow reconstruction of the MT phenotype in
the presence of wild-type cells (8, 30). Clastogenic carcinogens which

are weak point mutagens, such as ionizing radiation (32, 38, 39), lead
enrÃ³mate (18), and insoluble nickel compounds (34), were not effi
cient producers of MT or of AI and tumorigenicity in 10TI/2 cells.
Our data do not identify the nature of the target gene(s) associated
with transformation phenotype(s) of IOTI/2 cells but they indicate
that agents that are both strong point mutagens and clastogens most
effectively produce the genetic change(s) that induce MT in combi
nation with the multiple, cosegregated phenotypes associated with
tumorigenicity.

Although MT occurs with the frequency of mutation of a single
gene (5, 6), acquisition of the other transformation phenotypes ap
pears, from our results, to occur in MT cells at frequencies higher than
would be typical of a complex phenotype that requires multiple single
gene mutations. The high frequency and variability of expression of
the additional transformation phenotypes in MT IOTI/2 cells suggest
the possibility of an epigenetic mechanism which results in quantita
tive changes in the expression of structurally unaltered genes rather
than alterations in gene products due to gene mutation (40-42). As

hypothesized by Loeb (43), it is possible that an early step in the
carcinogenic process is the activation of a gene, which allows muta
tions to occur at much higher frequencies than normal. However, past
studies have shown that chemically transformed cells are not subject
to higher rates of spontaneous gene mutation at selectable loci than are
wild-type cells (44). Instead of elevated rates of gene mutation caus

ing the acquisition of complex phenotypes, our results suggest a
possible alternative mechanism involving the rapid loss of DNA by
MT cells. More than 80% of the MT clonal populations we established
lost significant amounts of DNA from their genomes during the 5 or
6 passages required to establish the lines. Only one of the 11 clonal
populations (9%) which did not show a change in DNA content was
tumorigenic. Of the clonal populations which lost significant amounts
of DNA, 55% expressed one or more of the transformation pheno
types in addition to MT, and 43% were tumorigenic. In addition, our
results show that the tumorigenic clones lost significantly more DNA
than did the nontumorigenic clones. Male et al. (31) previously found
that three MCA-induced clones lost DNA relative to wild-type IOTI/2

cells, and Saxholm and Digernes (45) demonstrated that IOTI/2 cells
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continued to lose DNA with repeated culture while becoming pro
gressively more neoplastic. The weak transforming activity of strong
clastogens suggests that a point mutation leading to MT, a transfor
mation phenotype which is not highly correlated with tumorigenicity,
could be a critical genetic alteration which entrains a rapidly occurring
genomic instability that is correlated with epigenetic changes in gene
expression, resulting in the acquisition of additional transformation
phenotypes and tumorigenicity.

The ras family of genes was previously proposed to be potential
target genes for the induction of MT and tumorigenicity in 10T1/2
cells. Shilo and Weinberg (46) identified a transfectable, activated
K-ra.c gene in a long-established and highly passaged line of MCA-

transformed 10TI/2 cells, which was confirmed by sequencing the
gene (47). Smith and Grisham (48) also reported a transfectable,
transforming element from an MNNG-induced clone which hybrid
ized to an H-ra.v probe. However, the c-H-ras gene in this clonal line

was not mutationally activated; likewise, Chen el al. (29) could not
demonstrate a sequence alteration around codon 12 of either c-H-ras
or c-K-ra.v in 14 MCA-induced MT (but not tumorigenic) clones.
Furthermore, we have found only two mutated c-K-ras genes and no
mutated c-H-ra.v genes (49) among 12 of the tumorigenic, chemically

induced, or spontaneously occurring clonal populations described
here. Consequently, mutational alteration of a c-ras gene does not

appear to be required for either MT or tumorigenicity in transformed
10T1/2 cells. However, ras mutation may be involved in the neoplas
tic progression phase in tumorigenic 10T1/2 cells. The two clonal
lines in which we found mutated c-K-ra.Ã§genes had the shortest

latency periods for tumor formation in nude mice among all of the 28
tumorigenic clones we studied.

The unique and highly effective mathematical model for predicting
the tumorigenic potential of individual clonal populations which we
applied in this study is based on the level of expression of several of
the experimentally monitored phenotypes and artificially partitions
the individual contributions to the tumorigenic phenotype. However,
the model is simplistic and should be interpreted in a broader sense to
indicate that there are multiple phenotypic combinations which can
qualitatively and/or quantitatively contribute to the complex pheno
type of tumorigenicity. As suggested by Rubin (40-42), a very large

number of novel combinations of altered expression of genes, none of
which are individually required or sufficient as a cause of tumorige
nicity, may allow clonal expansion under the selection pressures of
constrained growth conditions in vitro or in vivo and produce the high
degree of phenotypic variability observed among the clones of trans
formed cells.
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